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 . The parcel contained a hand-written note with the names of the bosses - it was signed by them. Two days after the bomb, an
accomplice of the first managed to steal the confidential file from the desk of Commissioner Cavalletti, by breaking into his

office while he was working. The New York Times quoted a source saying that the Mafia had paid agents to obtain the
confidential files. Members of the commission Commissioners Carlo Tresca Angelo Zarcone Francesco Lombardo Gaetano

Manno References Sources External links L'Italia di Piazza Vittorio - Italian secret service website Category:Political history of
Italy Category:History of the Sicilian Mafia1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display

(LCD) device, and more particularly, to an LCD device in which display defects of liquid crystal cells are mitigated by allowing
a plurality of common electrodes to be independently controlled. 2. Discussion of the Related Art With the development of an

information society, the demand for various display devices has increased. Accordingly, many efforts have been made to
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research and develop various flat display devices such as liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma display panel (PDP),
electroluminescent display (ELD), and vacuum fluorescent display (VFD). Some of these flat display devices have already been

used in various applications. Among these display devices, the liquid crystal display (LCD) device has been most widely used
because of its characteristics such as high resolution, light weight, thin profile, and low voltage power supply requirements. In

addition, the LCD device provides a substitute for a cathode ray tube (CRT). However, the LCD device still has limitations in a
brightness and a contrast ratio as compared with the CRT. Recently, an effort to research and develop the LCD device with a

new structure and a new material in order to overcome the limitations of the CRT has been made. The LCD device includes an
array substrate, a color filter substrate, and a liquid crystal layer interposed between the array substrate and the color filter

substrate. The array substrate and the color filter substrate are attached to each other, thereby forming a cell gap of the liquid
crystal layer. FIG. 1 is an enlarged plan view of a portion of an array substrate. Referring to FIG. 1, a plurality of gate lines 52

and a plurality of f3e1b3768c
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